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      Incorporating contributions from key figures with in the counselling field, this book provides an excellent introduction to the diversity of counselling approaches that underpin contemporary practice.  It also addresses important issues such as the significance of research, diversity counselling and the maintenance and development of professional and ethical practice. Authoritative but accessible, it is a valuable introductory text for trainee counsellors and prospective clients alike, as well as a useful resource for  practitioners wishing to keep abreast of wider
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      Written by established leaders in the field and talented (relative) newcomers, this book is a comprehensive introduction to the wider field of counselling and psychotherapy and as such will be useful to trainees across a range of the psychological professions. The chapters on diversity, research and professional issues are a crucial and welcome addition to the field and should enable practitioners to recognise their wider role in clients’ lives.
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      This book makes a solid contribution to the literature on counselling and psychotherapy, underpinned by the rich expertise and extensive professional experience of the many authors. Stephen Palmer has done an excellent job in editing an accessible yet wide-ranging coverage of the field.  This text will appeal not just to beginners but also practitioners and other interested readers. I look forward to recommending it to my students.
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      This work provides an exemplary introduction to the field of counselling and psychotherapy.  An impressively wide range of theoretical modalities are covered in a svelte manner that recommends this text as both a sound resource for beginner counsellors and psychotherapists as well as a valuable reference for seasoned practitioners.  Of particular recommendation is the manner in which the text aids the reader in understanding how these modalities fit into the broader field.  This is done through effective introductions and examinations of topics such as the therapeutic relationship, re
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      There is a great need for textbooks that help students and practitioners make sense of all the different approaches to counselling and psychotherapy. The second edition of Stephen Palmers' book helps us do that. The case studies at the end of each chapter help bring it all to life especially as they are written by those who actually apply the various theories day to day. 
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      This book is some useful in my teaching. It has allowed me to teach a subject that I did not know a lot about. It is simple to use and the case studies are an excellent resource.
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      I have chosen this as an additional source for students, as it is a comprehensive text, inclusive of all the foundational concepts and theories related to counselling. A good resource for students beginning with counselling theory
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      Clearly laid out for students who are new to the area of Counselling.

Good variety of counselling approaches which students can use as a reference book.
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      A good basic introduction to counselling for beginners.
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      This book is more appropriate for the health visitors who attend the introduction to the person-centered approach- it works well as a revision for the CfD delegates but is certainly suitable for a beginner who is considering understanding the process of person-centered listening and contemplating either engaging with or training in a therapeutic discipline
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      Highly appropriate overview of a range of counselling and psychotherapy approaches.  Particularly useful resource for compare and contrast tasks and assignments.
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      Clear outline of the different approaches to counselling provides a useful guideline to students at this early stage in their training as to which modality of counselling they may want to pursue.
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      This helpful book provides a good reference point for exploring a wide variety of counselling approaches.  The case studies, included at the end of each chapter, make it particularly useful in comparing how different approaches look in practice.  There are useful lists of further suggested reading incorporated within the text.
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      The book gives a very good overview over several techniques. As the chapters are relatively short and the same length they fit well into our teaching.
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      Useful for Year 1 students.
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      Excellent resource for those new to counselling
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      Interesting book, I would recommend it to my students.
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